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CUSTOMARY LAW IN AUSTRALIA

- - According to the last Australian census (in 1976) there .. are nearly 161,000

Aborigines in Australil;l, constituting 1.2 per cent of the total population of the Australian

continent. Only in one part or the country (the .Northern Territory) is the Aborigina).

popllation numerically significant (24 per cent). Evidence exists that Aborigines wer~

living -in Australia for pribre than 40,000 years before the commencement of British

settlement in 1788. They lived in small grouIB as nomads, without an overall political

organisation. They were therefore specially vulnerable to the impact of European

cult.ures. Because it was considered that Australia had ,been acquired by settlement and

not by conquest, little respect was shown for the laws and customar.y rules- of Aborigines

in Australia. There were no treaties signed equivalent to those negotiated with the

indigenous people in Canada, the qnited States and New Zealand. This legal state of

affairs remained virtually unquestioned until the 19505.

In 1967 one of the few referenda carried to amend the Australian Federal

Constitution removed certain discriminatory provisions from the Constitution and

empowered the Federal Parliament to make special laws for,Aborigines. This legal change

encouraged others. Bipartisan government p:>Iicies at a federal level in Australia resulted

in greater support for cultural, racial and linguistic diyersity. Legislation was enacted to

provide

* I am indebted to Mr Peter Hennessy, Senior Law Reform Officer, for t~e material on

the principal themes emerging during the public hearings of the Australian Law Reform

Commission 17 March 1981 - 21 May 1981.
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for land rights for Aborigines in the Northern Territory. Coinciding with these legal moves

on the plrt of the majority community has been a growth of JX)litical awareness and

cultural (X"ide on the part of Aborigines themselves. A representative body, the National

Aboriginal Conference has been created as a forum in which Aboriginal views may be

expressed at a national and State level Plrticularly in relation to the goals and ohjectives

that should be llJrsued in Abcriginal affairs. An Institute' of Aboriginal Studies has been

created, an Aboriginal Land Commissioner has been appointed. Aboriginal Land Councils

have been. established. It was against this background that in 1977 the Federal

Attorney-General in Australia asked the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) to .

report on the recognition of Aboriginal customary laws.

INQUffiY BY THE LAW REFORM COMMISSION

The reference to the ALRC posed two essential questions:

* the extent to which Australian law should accommodate Aboriginal customary law;

* the extent to which Aboriginal communities should be ~ble themselves to apply

traditional laws and -~.JnishmeI).ts.

The Commission assembled a team of consultants to help it in its_ tas~. They included

anthrop,logists, IX'liee/representatives, administrators, Aboriginal activists and

representatives of Aboriginal communities ranging from tpe traditional to the assimilated.

After a great deal of consultation and several·field visits, a discussion paper was issued in

November -1-980 titled Aboriginal Customary Law - Recognition? (ALRC DP 17). That

discussion piper canvassed the history of the current approach to Aboriginal customary

laws in Australia, the arguments for and -against recognition, a description of the current

justice system applicable to Aboriginal commun!ties and the problems faced by them in

Australian courts. An examination was made of Aboriginal police relations and of certain

constitutional problems that exist in changing the status quo. The paper canvassed a

number of options for reform. These included:

* recognItion of some aspects of Aboriginal customary law in Australian courts;

* special provisions for the composition and p-ocequres of courts sitting in

predominantly Aboriginal districts;

* the provision of Aboriginal courts with Aborigines sitting as justices of the peace

and exercising jurisdiction in minor breaches of the peace and small civil displtesj
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* the use of traditional authorities to resolve disp.1tes by means of community

established law.councils, at least in some remote Aboriginal com,munities;

* improvement in the relations between Aborigines and the p::>liceo.

Between -mid March and the end of May 1981 the Commissioner in charge of the Law

Reform Commission's project (Mr Bruce Debelle) and a male and :female staff officer of

the C~mmission (Mr Peter Hennessy and Ms Ainslie Sowden) toured diStricts in all parts of

Australia ranging from capital cities to remote outback towns. The p.1rpose of the tour

was to permit a thorough-going consultation with both white and Aboriginal Australians.

The focus of the consultation was ,the Commission's discussion 1=6per. Transcripts of

evidence and submissions running into thousands of ~es have been collected and are now

being studied. No final decisions have yet been made by the Australian Law Reform

Commission. Everywhere, the Commission was told that there would be advantag.e in

allowi:n,g plenty of time for the traditional processes' of the Aboriginal communities to

work 'sO that. the business o~f consultation was not superficial or unduly hurried.

Furthermore, so far as the majority' community' is concerned, the notion of. breaking down

the si'ngle, unitary nature of Australian laws and institutions is a radical one. There are

few countries with such a polyglot society as Australia now -is. The im plications of legal

diver,sity for such a society are far reaching. Nevertheless, the Australian Law' Reform·

Comm~sion will proceed, in symbiosis with its consultants to produce a final report with

draft legislation for the Australian Federal Parliament. This report may not be expected

before late 1982. This piper represents a progress report. It summarises some of the chief

p:>ints to emerge during the recent circuit of plblic hearings and consultation in all parts

of Australia.

A UNIQUE CIRCUIT

-The ALRC is a permanent authority established' by the Australian Federal

Parliament to report to Parliament on areas of federal law referred to it by the Federal

Attorney-General in Australia. The Commission was established in 1975. Though it has

small resources, it has produced nearly 20 reports. Many of the rep:>rts have been followed

by legislation both at a Federal and State level in Australia. ..
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The procedures of ~blic conSUltation involvi,!g the issue of a discussion paper

and -the conduct of public seminars and pUblic hearings are the settled methodology of the

Commission. Nevertheless, the hearings conducted into the subject of Aboriginal

customary laws were the most extensive that have been held on any reference given to

the Commission since its inception. Durihg the nine weeks before 21 May 1981, hearings

concerned with this topic had been held at over 30 venues in all States of Australia and in

the two Territories. Normally, the ALRc sits only in capital cities. The nature of its

terms of reference on Aboriginal customary laws demanded that it should consult most

closely the peoPle. to whom the recommendations would directly apply. Accordingly it was

necessary to go beyond the capital cities-into numerous country towns and cities in

remote areas of Australia, especially those where there was a significant Aboriginal

community. PUblic hearings into Aboriginal customary laws were unique for a number of

other reasons. Many of the heari~s took the form of plblic .meetings. Few if any prepared

submissions were presented. The Commission's tenta~ive proplsals were presented to the

meetings and comments were sought on each one. Some_meetings were held with the aid

of interpreters because the people in positions of authority within the community could

speak rio English or inadequate English. On a number of Qccasions separate meetings were

held for men and women. Sometimes this was necess~y because some aspects of

customary law could not be discussed with both men and women ~resetl~. At other times it

was done to ascertain the P9-rticular views of Aboriginal women. Meetings were held in

diverse venues including community halls, under trees, on river banks and in the middle of

a red-dust football oval.

A summary of the Commission's discussion paper; glV.mg the gist of the

proposals had been prepired. T!lis ran to only six r:eges. Cap.es were sent to all Aboriginal

communities of any size in Australia~ Separate copies of the tape for men and women

were sent to regional offices of Aboriginal Affairs in remote areas and to the Aboriginal

Legal Service in remote areas. The simple English version was translated into three

Aboriginal languages, Pitjantjatjara, Warlbiri, and GUpipuyngu, and sent to communities

in those language grour:s. Communities to whom cassette tapes were sent were invited to

send a tape back to the Commission outlining their views if they were unable to send

representatives to the public hearing in their area.

Discussion ranged -widely during the pUblic hearings. All as pects of the

Commission's tentative proposals came under scrutiny. Some issues were raised which had

not been dealt with in the Discussion Paper. Other matters brought to the Commission's

attention fell outside its _Terms of Reference. Unfortunately, no clear cut solutions

emerged although there was general, if sometimes qualified, suppJrt for the majority of

the Commission's proposals. The reference is difficult and com plex, a fact which was

regularly commented on at the hearings.
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.This review will concentrate on the main issues plt forward in the Discussion

"Paper -arid the comments received on those issues at the various hearings. 'The main issues

-exiS1imce of customary law;

manifestations of customary law;

Aborigines and the criminal justice system;

Justice"mechanisms in Aboriginal communities;

Aborigines hi' Australian courts;

Aborigines and the p:>lice.

EXISTENCE-OF CUSTOMARY LAW

The Commission in its research on Aboriginal customary law has looked for

certain features of Aboriginal lifestyle which evidence the existence of customary law.

These :include language, initiation rites, kinship rUles, traditional authority structures,

traditional pmishments and marriage rules. The approach of looking at these indica tors of

the 'existence' of customary law comes through clearly in the Discussion I?aper. These

more obvious manifestations of customary law are most evident in the more remote

Aboriginal communities in central and northern Australia.

--7
This ap(X'oach and the conclusion of the. Commission was challenged at a

number of hearings. It was submitted at hearings in each of the capital cities that

customar'y law did exist in the ux:'ban environment. In Perth a family feud, involving 2

·brothers . who were leading footballers, which "had' been going on for some yea.rs, was

pointed,·to as a manifestation of customary law. In Adelaide it was stated that a definite.

Aboriginal sub-culture existed in the city.. Kinship, the extended family and the concept of

sharin~ were "pointed to as the important features of Aboriginal customary law in urban

environments. It was argued that the customary law wl1ich existed in urban Situations,

while different to that existing in central Australia, still came within the Commission's

Terms of Reference. A submission by the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service at the

Melbourne hearing conceded that customary law in a str.ict sense was no longer in

exiStence in Victoria but that certain aspects of Aboriginal lifestyle and outlook"could

lead to pt'oblems with the legal system and the Commission shOUld take this into account.

SUbfTlissions made in Launceston and in Canberra argued that the Commission had fallen

into an anthrop:Jlogical approach to customary law and that it had concentrated on

communities which were isolated from the mainstream of white society because such

communities were distinctive and had a life of their own. This it was said, ignored the

majority of Aborigines in Australia who lived in communities Which had developed

practices and laws to accommodate white society, but Who nonetheless had distinctive

'custom' and 'laws' of their- own, breach of which were regarded most seriously.
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MANIFESTATIONS OF ABORIGINAL CUSTOMARY LAW

The manifestations of customary law mentioned above were discussed in depth

during the course of the hearings. Enormous variation exists in the extent to which

traditional customary law operates in Aboriginal communities throughout -Australia. There

are even great differences in the tribal law which operates among different tribal group;.

This feature of customary law was. mentioned by the Bardi community at One Afm Point,

Western Australia. Many witnesses pointed to the erosion and the changes occurring in,
traditional customary law and looked for support to bolster it. Some thought change was

inevitable but wished to retain certain ~spects of Aboriginal law. In communities where

significant features of Aboriginal customary law were still retained there was a

determination to maintain it. Some communities sought to revive aspects of Aboriginal

law because they saw it as a 'strong' law along side the 'weak' White, man's law.

1.' Traditional Punishments

In its Discussion Paper the Commission had proposed that any recognition of

custom"ary law should~ include the traditional ~nishmentsof killing, spearing and other

forms of wounding. At the hearings there was an almost unanimous rejection of the

recognition of payback killing. However, there were divergent views on the, question of

s.pearing and other p1:1§'~ical {llnishments. Spearing has disappeared from many

communities and few of these communities sought its return. One exception was Mr Harry

Wilson, President of the Council of Peppimenarti (N.T.), who sought the revival of

spearing as the only way to maintain order among young peoj;ie in the community. He

pointed to long delays which occurred in getting {X>lice to come to sort out trouble "and the

ineffectiveness of sending people" to gaol. Peope returned to the community and

considered themselves 'big time gaolbirds' and were continual re-offenders. Similar

sentiments were expressed by persons in other remote communities. These communities

viewed the Australian legal system 'and the pmishments used as irrelevant and

inappropriate. They considered tha~ the advantages of the more traditional punishments

was their immediacy. Not all of these, however, necessarily sought to use spearing or

!flys;caI punishments.
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Communities where spearings were still carried out stated that this would

''continue regardless of what the Law Reform Commission recommended. In some

communities the IX>lice were often aware that a spearing has or was going to take place

but did not intervene, apparently out of res peet for Aboriginal customs but possibly in

.de,fiance of their obligations under Australia law. At the hearing in Adelaide a p::>lice

officer stated that he was aware 0': spearings having occurred in the North West reserve

of South Australia but had never had a com plaint. This was t.he basic reason why no action

had ever-been taken. At Yuendumu (N.T.) it was proposed that spearings should occur in

the presence of p:>lice and health office,l''S before the defendant was handed over to the

police.'"The risk of double jeopardy was not seen as a problem at Yuendumu or at other

centres.

The ineVitability of sl;Earing and other physical pmishments continuing was one

argument for recognition presented at the hearings. Others argued that it was an integral

patt of the Aboriginal law and ~order system. Any recognition should be of all customary

law as it currently ol;Erates and p:trts should no~ be selectively deleted. On a number of

oceasio.os it was mentioned that. for a tribal Aborigine spearing was Q much more humane

pinishment than being sent to gaol•.

A strong argument p.rt forward against spearing was that it often was involved

with fXly-back following inter-~rsonal disp.1tes. This sometimes led to feuds Which

carried. on over long r;eriods of time erupting" usually when persons had consumed too much

alcohol. Most witnesses objected to spearings in these situations because of the

community problems which resulted. While pay-back spearing was a means of social

r~lation and control in some communities it should be contrasted with spearing as a

{Xlnishment carried out with community approval.

Some communities mentioned that alternatives to spearing and ~ysical

~unishments have developed. At Maningrida .(N.T.) it was said that spearing was

disap~aring and a system of .compensation was developing in its place. The Warrabri

community (N.T.) have come to an arrangement where there is still a confrontation with

spears but no actual spearing takes place.This development ,can compare with ceremonial

stoning for adultery which followed the advent of British rule in Northern Nigeria. The

form was retained for public humiliation but the cruel el~ment was removed from the

reality.

The prevalence both "of spearing and jilysical punishments appears to be

diminishing princif811y because of the intrusion of the Australian criminal law and the

presence of white police. The Commission is however confronted with 8 dilemma over

Whether such traditional pmishments should be recognised and, if so, how it can be
achieved?
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Other p..mishments, some of which are Don-traditional, do -not raise the same

problems' for recognition. These include banishment from the community, being sent to

bush camp:; for a perIod of time, community work ,schemes, social ridicule, and fines.

Some communities also sought to have a small gaol at the community. This was envisaged

as being somewhere tOp..it people who were drunk and causing trouble.

Many communities use banishment as a pmishment. This usually involves

removal from the community for a set. period of time. With young offenders it may

involve being sent to bush camlE to be ed.llcated in Aboriginal1aw and culture. At Fitzroy

Crossing (W.A.) this is well organised and called the Aboriginal Training Centre. Bush

camps are generally related to the initiation of young men. Occasionally, offenders are

sent to other communities, the removal from family and friends being seen as the greatest

hardship.

Communities throughout Australia have developed unique punishments. For

example, at the Looma Community near Deroy, Western AU'stralia an offender is made to

sit in the sun all day and watch a tobacco tin of water evaporate in front of them. While

this is happening, the offender is not allowed to touch it or have a drink.

2. Marriages Rules

The marriage rules of Aboriginal customary law were widely discussed at the

public hearings. The Commission's Discussion Paper had suggested that courts should have

regard to tribal marriages in such matters as claims by sp::mses against the estate of a

deceased Aborigine, the status of children, and the payment of damage· to the spouse of a

deceased 'Aboriginal ~rsuant to either workers' compensation legislation or legislation

relating to compensation to victims of motor accidents. Generally, the recognition of

tribal marriages was supported on equity grounds. In more remote communities, the

recognition'of tribal maITiages was not perceived to be a major problem. Occasionally

social welfare problems arose. One partiCUlar example mentioned was 'when marriages

bro]<:e up or when partners changed and relatives became involved in caring for children.

Grandparents often took over'the care of children and had problems in obtaining the social

welfare benefits to assist them. 'Another example, which was not common, wa,s when a

man had more than one wife and each of the wives had children. The social welfare

problems of tribal marriages would appear to be fairly easily overcome.
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,,_ In more traditional communities lX'omised marriages still Q,CCUf. However, it

~~~~ee~ed' that the number of these was diminishing and the practice may be dying out in

,::,~i:hosecommunities where it still occurs. The main factor p.1t forward for this charge was

;:;L\hat:Y~Ung people refused to participlte and the community had few ways to force them

.':_.:~~~~'So. A witness. at the hearing at Nhulunbuy (N.T.) stated that communities in the area

'.·'~~tj~'ished betwe:n love marriages and (X'omised marriages. Marriage for love is

becoming more prevalent and often involved substantial negotiation. It was not uncom mon

'forco~Pensation to be paid by one family to another.

While the number of promised marriages occurring in many Aboriginal

. communities was declining these same communities were very strict about ensuring that

people -married the right skin group5. 111is was 'regarded as a matter of primary

imp;>rtance. Mr Morris Luther representing the Lajamanu community at Hooker Creek

(N.T.l made a detailed submission at the Alice Springs hearing for the recognition of

certain- aspects of customary hiy/.- This included the recognition of a number of marriage

and kinship rules with substantial penalties for non-compliance. A similar submission was

re~eived from the Roper'River (N.T.) community at the Darwin hearing. The Moiyunda

AssOciation on Mornington Island (Qld) sought power for the elders to proscribe that
"~"'~ '.,

'young people must not have sex, or live together as man and wife, unless they are straight

skin. for one anothe~, and both their families have agreed'. A contrasting view was

presented by the Kowan~a community (Qld) which stated that it was now too late to

'try to enforce traditional kinship rules for marriage.

There was strong support for the Commission's tentative proposal that the

marriages rules of Aboriginal customary law be recognised. It should be noted, however,

that very few opinions on promised marriages were given by young people, the people

directly affected by such recogn~tion. Attitudes ~o traditional marriage are changing and

communities are adopting their own solutions to the problems Which arise. The hearings

seemed to confirm that the Commission should not interfere with this area of customary

law apart from recognising tribal marriages for the purpJses recommended in the

Discussion Paper.

3. Aboriginal Lifestyle

Three features relating to Aboriginal lifestyle emerged dur.ing the course of the

publi~ hearings which were not discussed in the Discussion Paper. These I;l"oblems related

particularly to Aborigines living in a non-traditional enyironment. The first was the

hunting or fishing for traditionaI food, the second tribal doctors and the third, funerals.
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Traditional Food. At nearly all the hearings in Queensland it was mentioned

that there were restrictions on Aborigines catching their traditional food. In particular,

mention was made of turtle and dugong which are protected species pJfsllant to State

legisls"tion. An Aborigine who lives on a reserve in Queensland is exem pted from the

~ovisions of the Act J;rohibiting the catching of these protected species. This was

resented by those Aborigilles who no longer lived on r~serves. A similar problem was

mentioned at the hearing in Port Augusta (S.A.), where Aborigines 'living in a traditional

~annerl are exempted from the provisions requiring a hunting licence. At the Lismore

hearing (N.S.W.) it was stated that recently two young Aborigines had been charged with

killing .fauna' (shooting a wallaby). In all of these cases it was suggested that Australian

law took no account of Aboriginal lifestyle and that these were clear cases where it

shoUld.

Tribal Doctors. Hearings at Doomadgee and Caims (Qld.) both ,sought the

registration or licensing of tribal doctors. It was mentioned in Cairns that a tribal doctor

had been brought to the Cairns base hospital to treat a number of Aboriginal people when

all other medical treatment had failed. It was considered that a registration system would

protect- both the doctor and patient.

Funerals. The re.,.quireme~t for coronial inquiries was cited as a cause of great

distress in some commun1'ties if during a period of mourning a body was taken away for

examination. It was also of concern if it was feared that a death resulted from sorcery.

Aborigines and the Criminal Justice System

1. Alcohol

Alcohol is the major reason for Aboriginal involvement in the Australian

criminal justice system. It causes most law and order p-oblems in Aboriginal communities.

It has been a major factor i~ the breakdown of traditional Aboriginal lifestyle.

'As a means of countering the ravaging affect that alcohol has had many

communities have prohibited alcohol. Others are seeking ptohibition. This appears to have

alleviated problems in many communities. On the other hand, opinions were expressed at

the hearings that it was impossible to exclude alcohol in the long run and Aborigines

should learn to live with it. Moreover, those who wished to drink would leave, the

community to drink elsewhere often resulting in contact with the police 'in another place.
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In communities in which alcohol was t:X'ohibited, problems still arose because

people attempted to bring alcohol .in. A Plrticular jX'oblem which was mentioned at

hearings in the Northern Territory and Queensland, which raised great resentment among

the Aboriginal people, was that in prohibited areas white pe.ople were either allowed to

bring in alcohol o~ there was no enforcement of the prohibition. The consensus was that

the same:aw should apply to everyone.

In other communities attempts have been made to restrict the quantity of

alcohol that can either be bought or consumed. These rationing systems usually take the

form of a limit on the number of cans of beer an individual can buy each day, a prohibition

on take away sales or a limit on the opening hours of the canteen. One problem which has

resulted from this system is that persons insist on getting their,Jull quota and perha~ that

of their sp:JUse and drinking all of it at one sitting.

In the Northern Terri~ory instances were given of people being p:epared to

drive hundreds of miles in order to obtain alcohol. The ease of mobility lessens the effect

of restrictions on alcohoL 'Dry'communities could however point to significant

improvements in the number of law and order problems. Few solutions for the problems

caused by alcohol were put forward at the hearings. At the Sydney hearing the effect of

the decriminalisatian of drunkenness as an offence in New South Wales was discussed. The

legislation enables a police officer to detain a person. in protective custody for up to eight

hours if there are reasonable grounds for believing that the person. is intoxicated. It was

stated that while this (X'evented alcoholics being'brought before the court it created an

additional [Xoblem in that there was no redress if B; person was wrongfully detained. It was

cl,aim.ed th~t this was happening to many Aboriginal people. The problem with the JX>1ice

still being: involved in the administration of the legislation was pointed to as a major

weakness. It was suggested that support fa~ilities were necessary b~fore any such

legislation could work. There was little information given at the hearings in the ~orthern

Territory on the effect of similar legislation there.

2. Juveniles

The growing number of Aboriginal juveniles coming before the courts was

discussed at many hearings; In more remote communities the western education system

was often named as a cause of juvenile problems. This intrusion made it. difficult if not

impossible for traditional authority structures to operate. Some co~munities (e.g. Stre;lley

have set up their own education systems (with a strong emphasis on the local Aboriginal

language and culture) in order to counter this effect.
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Some juvenile crime results from the over-use of alcohol and also petrol and

glue sniffing. The latter has become a significant social problem in some communities.

Communities have attempted to find their own solutions. In some Cases this has involved

p1tting young people through initiation rites and sending them into the bush with an elder

for bush, education. Major problems remain~

The prevalence of institutionalisation of young Aboriginal offenders was

mentioned at several hearings. A submission at the Sydney hearing urged that the

Aboriginal extended f~mily be used as an alternative for a young Aboriginal offender. The

Aboriginal community was prer:e.red to try such a scheme as a better alternative to

sending young people to institutions. The lo.cation of institutions was p:>inted to as a major

cause of concern. The distances usually required for people to travel meant it was often

im ~sible for parents to visit their children placed in institutions. This was mentioned at

hearings in Lismore, Moree and in Sydney. Identical p-oblems were also mentioned at

hearings in the Northern TerritQry where the distances -and lack of facilities were even

greater. In the Northern Territory it was mentioned that sending young people off to

institutions was an alienating factor and that 'often y_oung people never recovered. They

went on to become habitual trouble-makers.'

In nearly all cases the solutions sought were for young offenders to be able to

remain within either the Abor-iginal community or the extended Abo.riginal family

network. It was recommended that changes should be made to. the law to make these

alternatives possible. It was suggested that this was a form of recognition of the existence

of customary law.

3. Justice Mechanisms in Aboriginal Communities

Great interest was expressed at the plblic hearings into the concept of special

Aboriginal courts. The Discussion Paper proposed that Aboriginal communities be given aa
limited jurisdiction to deal with minor law and order !X'oblems. This jur.isdiction would he

similar to that exercised by justices of the peace. Communities in general supported the

idea and were preplred to leave major offences such as murder, r8~ and assaults to the

Australian court system. Most felt that the Aboriginal court should have authority to d~al

with all r:ersonst.black and white, within a defined area~ There was a diverge,nee of views

as to the law which should be applied and also the punishments. Most sought the

incorporation of some aspects or"customary law.
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The communities from Lnjamanu (Hooker Creek, N.T.), Roper River (N.T.),

Mornington Island (Qld.) and Kowanyama (Qld.) presented submissions setting out the laws

.and the ~nishments they sought to apply through. some form of community justice

mechanism. Mornington Island for example sought to make crimes apply to people living

- on Mornington Island· whether they were committed on Mornington Island Or on the

mainland. These crimes included many aspects of Aboriginal customary law. They included

crimes relating to magic and poari peari business, spreading lies and gossip that may cause

. harm to someone, making a loud noise fuat will make other people in the community

unhappy and laws relating to food taboos. Some .of the punishments which the community

sought to use included fining p20ple money, putting [::eopIe off the beer canteen list,

making J,:€ople do council work, banishing men to Forsythe Island or to the mainland for a

period of time, making young men defend themselves with a fighting stick against an elder

(b~t no blows to be delivered to the body) and sending people to gaol.

"An alternative community justice scheme Which is discussed in the Discussion

Paper under the heading of the Yirrkala p;'oposal also received support at the hearings.

This is an Aboriginal court relying on traditional authority structure~. Unfortunately

refinements to the Yirrkala p;'oposal were unable to be discussed with the Yirrkala

community (N.T.) because an important lawman had died the night before the Commission

arrived and the community had gone into mourning. The Yirrkala scheme, or varia.tions of

it, was supported duri.vi""· the hearings as a viable proposition for many Aboriginal

communities.

Existing justice mecha"nisms in Aboriginal communities were presented at the

hearings. At Strelley (W.A.) the whole com.munity meets to determine what action should

be taken against offenders. The community selects what is called the ten man committee

which is given .authority by the community to..apprehend and bring wrongdoers to the

community for j;X.Inishment. This often involves picking people up in Port Hedland which is

about 30 miles from Strelley. It has been done on '~any occasions with the support of the

local p::>1ice. After wrongdoers are brought back to the community they come before a

public meeting. Punishment may involve admonishment, ridicule, a fine, banishment from

the community (usually to one of the neighbouring communities) and community, work. In

very rare cases. Plysical p.mishments are administered ('a little bit ofa hiding') but the

community does not approve of spearing.
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At Beswick station (N.T.), the elected community council takes resJ))nsibility

for minor law and order p'oblems. Mr Tom Lewis, President of the Beswick community,

said at the Darwin hearing that the community council at Beswick was able to handle·

most minor Pi"oblems but that if matters got out of hand then the p:>lice were called. He

considered that the system worked satisfactorily. The community was uncertain about

establishing an Aboriginal court. The cassette tapes setting. out the Law Reform

Commission's IX'oposals had been played to the young people at the school and Mr Lewis

stated that it was their views wHich were important becaus.e it was their future. The

young people had to be consulted before a decision could be made.

CommlUlity justice at Yuendumu (N.T.) is deter~ined by a tribal council which

has 24 members, 3 representatives from each of the eight skin -groups. The tribal council

determines matters of customary law and pmishment. Magistrates and the (X>lice often

consult with the tribal council when dealing with offenders from the community. At

Warrabri (N.T.) a meeting of Elders resolves disfl.ltes and determines p.mishments.

There were several opinions expressing reservations about establishing

Aboriginal courts. Mr Bob· Collins, a Member of the Northern Territory Legislative

Assembly, had grave doubts about the success of an Aboriginal court in ~ community such

as Maningrida which had a large number of tribal group:;. He co~sidered that one tribe

would not accept a magistrate belonging to another tribe imposing p:!nalties upon them. In
/ .

such a small community there were many advantages in having an independent white

magistrate administering justice. He supported the idea of the magistrate being advised

on aspects of ·customary law by members of the community. Mr CollinS' conclusion was

that there shOUld be facilities to enable greater understanding of Aboriginal culture in

Australian law rather than try and incorporate aspects of customary law.

What emerges from the public hearings on the question ~f the establishment of

Aboriginal courts is that any model p'0.I=losed by the ALRC would have to be very flexible.

Communities have different ideas on both th~ law which the court should have the power

to use, the range_ of crimes which it should have authority over and .a1so the p.mishments

which it should be able to impose on offenders. Many aspects of Aboriginal crime have a

social or family ingredient. From a white view point they would be regarded as being

moral r~ther than legal problems. This came through clearly at the hearings where many

examples were given of family disfl.ltes and social p-oblems which people sought to have

resolved by either the Aboriginal council or on Queensland reserves, the Aboriginal court.
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It was generally accepted at the public hearings that Aboriginal courts could

.only oper~te within a !1efined area which contained a predominantly Aboriginal porxJlation

;;'~amelY, Ab.orig-inal reserves or more remote Aboriginal communities.

- Aborigines attending the hearings in urban areas and large country towns were

:," mqre interested in increasing Aboriginal involvement in the administration of the

"'Aus~ra!i_~_l~~alsystem than in setting ~p ser;nrate courts. Submissions were made seeking

-" -the creation of Aboriginal justices of the peace ~nd magistrates. It was suggested' that

Aboriginal justices of the peace and magistrates sh~uld sit alongside White magistrates (at,

least initially) in all cases Which involved Aborigines. This was regarded as a way for

Aborigines to see the legal system as more evenly balanced than many do at present.

There should also, it was submitted, be greater encouragement for Abo~igines to become

lawyers ~d hold other [X'sitions within the legal system. Improved education opportunities

was seen as a vital factor. Some requests were made for Aborigines to have the right to

be tried b~f9re a jury of Aboriginal people.

ABORIGINES IN AUSTRALIAN COURTS

The recognition of Aboriginal customary law by the Australian· legal system

involves a number of questions on which submissions were made at the hearings. The

initial question which usually arose was 'who is an Aborigine?' This question is of

importance if a ~rson asks a court to have regard to elements of customary law involved

in an offence with which he has been charged. The Commission in its Discussion Paper

analyses the v:arious definitions Which have been used and suggests that if a person can

establish his descent as an Aborigine then this may be sufficient criteria.

Some opinions were expressed at a number of hea'rings that the question of 'who

is an Aborigine?' should be left to the Aborigines themselves to determine. Detailed

submissions on this question were· plt forward by the Tasmanian Aboriginal Conference at

the hearing in Launceston. Views were expressed at Lismore that it was important for

Aborigin~ self determination for Aborigines to define themselves. One plrticipant

objected to the idea of haVing to prove that she was an Aborigine. At other hearings it

was suggested that if a definition was necessary then it should be as wide as possible.

At Alice s;;>rings, Mr Milton Liddle a justice of the peac'e and legal aid

counsellor, supported the recognition of customary law but only in Aboriginal areas. It

was, he said, only in Aboriginal areas where Aborigines lived who he defined as 'black

people that can sreak Aboriginal language and live with them and know the cultur~'.

,
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The mechanics for the recognition of Aboriginal customary law by Australian

law received little comment during the public hearings. There yvas much support for the

idea of recognition but very few views were expressed as to how this could be done. The

Commission's Discussion Paper suggested that recognition could be effected by, inter alia:

(j) extending existing defences in the criminal law to take account of aspects of

customary-law which might affect the degree of guilt;

(in adjusting the rules of evidence in the manner of conducting trials to coPe with

[X'oblems confronting Aborigine~during the trial; and

(iii) permitting jUdges to have regard to aspects of customary law when, imposing

sentence upon convicted Aborigines.

Of these three (X'oposals there was most discussion and support for the idea of jUclg'es

taking customary law into account when sentencing Aborigines,. SeveJ;'al comments were

made about the [X'oblems for Aborigines in comprehendifJg" the white legal system. One

p::>ssible solution suggested for this was to sim plify procedures and amend the rules of

evidence in order to make the court system more understandable for Aborigines. Several

particip:mts at the hearings called fO,r better training for magistrates and justices of the

peace so that they would be better acquainted with Aboriginal1ifestyle and cuslomary law.

One idea which received widesp-ead sUPlX'rt was the appointment of a

customary law advisor or assessor. Such a person would be in a position to advise a

magistrate or judge of the relevance of customary law to a partiCUlar offence. Judge

McGuire of the Queensland District Court presented a detailed submission calling for the

creation of an Aboriginal Assistant to the court. The function of the Aboriginal Assistant

would include explaining to the litigant the nature of the proceedings and his legal rights,

helping illiterate or backward litigants to be.tter. express themselves) asking questions of

witnesses on matters relevant to customary law, advising the magistrate or jUdge on

matters of customary law relevant to the case and also advising on the relevance of

customary law before sentence was IESsed. The Tasmanian Aboriginal Conference at the

Launceston hearing also sUPlX'rted the idea of customary law advisors. It also proposed

that the practice of some magistrates in the Northern Territory of consulting with

Aboriginal communities before sentencing offenders should be formalised in some way.
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The'issue of Aboriginal-police relations came up regularly during the course of

th~'-'publi~' ~earings. At times it was p..It forward as the maj9f ~oblem for Aborigines in

,theh' iIi.volvement with the criminal justice system. Many of the statements made at the

':h~ki~s confirmed the [X'oblemareas s~cified in the Discussion Paper. There was much

,:,,:d'ii~u~ion 'of the present state of Aboriginal-police relations and the ways this could be

,:o-~lmproved. This varied a great deal between the communities, towns and cities visited

.'J:hroughout. 'Australia but was generally seen as an area where significant improvements

'~-'~riuld'be made. Specific aspects of the issue of Aboriginal-~licerelations also arose, such

the" role 'of Aboriginal police officers, the training of police officers, alternative

p.Jlicing ~ethcx:Isand the p::llice interrogation of Aborigines.

1. Aboriginal- Police Relations

The: Discussion Paper suggested that one way of improving relations between

Abor~:ineS:~nd the p.Jlice was by establishing a liaison committee whereby senior police

officers and representatives of Aboriginal communities and organisations met on a regular

basis to discuss common pr-oblems. Such committees already exist in B.A. and W.A. At the

.Adelaide hearing Sergeant Warner who is a member of the S.A. police force on the S.A.

Liaison committee exp:..~~ed the view that generally it worked reasonably well. A

solicitor from the Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement while agreeing with the basic

concept -'and- acknowledging that the committee had previously produced initiatives,

fX'inted out that a particular problem at the moment was that the police did not regard

the liaison-committee as an appro(X'iate forum for the airing or solution. of com plaints

whereas Aboriginal people regarded thjs to be the primary function.

Throughout Australia the idea of an Aboroiginal-p:>lice liaison committee

received strong ·support. It was enVisaged that this would need to be done on a regional

basis. The 'Aboriginal people liVing in the Kimberley region of W.A., perha{:5 rightly, saw

no relevance for themselves of a committee established in Perth. In Cairns, it was

suggested that r:olice representatives on such a committee wquld need to be of a high rank

in order to ensure some action would be taken. 'A 'formal committee was seen as a good

idea by some people because it meant regular access to the PJlice to enable lX'oblems to

be discussed. At the Lismore (N.S.W.) hearing, an Aboriginal representative from Taree

stated that repeated attempts to discuss matters with the local p:>lice had been rejected

and that a committee me.eting regularly was a way around that problem.
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.2. Aboriginal Police

Discussion at the public hearings under this heading brought up 2 separate

issues. The first was Aborigines joining the regular State or Territory p::llice forces. The

second Was the establishment of an Aboriginal police force with resp::msibility restricted

to a Plrticular community or area.

The number of Aborigines in the State and Territory Police forces is very low.

At the pUblic hearings it was stated ~hat there were only? Aborigines in the p::llice force

S.A. and in North Queensland there were none. Many participants, particularly those in

the cities both urbananCl country, p::>inted to the poor relations between Aborigines and

the police as the principal reluctance by Aboriginal people to join the police/force. Some

felt there was ingrained racism within p:>lice forces. Others felt that desp~te the barriers

that exist more Aborigines should be encouraged to join (e.g. Mt. Isa). Mr. Lyall Munro, an

National Ab.original Conference representative from Moree {N.S. W.}, p-0PJsed that special

entrance provisions -into the police force should apply to AborigiI;les. This could have a

two-fold effect. It would change existing JX>lice attitudes to Aborigines and also change

the attitude of the Aboriginal community to the police.• Another v~ew was expr~ssed that

~he pos~tion would only improve when Aborigines were in positions of authority within the

police force (Mr. Paul Cae, Sydney);, Some opposition was expressed to the concept of

Aboriginal p:>Iice because .tfley were regarded as 'Uncle Toms'.
-'"

On Aboriginal reserVes and in m'ore remote Aboriginal communities there was

some support for the concept of Aboriginal p:>lice having jurisdiction within a limited

area. Such is already' the case in Queensland which has Aboriginal police on reserves, S.A.

which has Aboriginal p:>lice wardens and the N.T. and W.A. which have p:>lice aides.

Communities which supported the. idea of Abor!ginal police included Davenport reserve

(Pt. Augusta, S.A.), Yandearra (W.A.), Derby (W.A.), Junjawa (Fitzroy Crossing, W.A.),

Numbulwar (N.T.), and Amata (S.A.). The Queensland ~ommunties visited, which already

have Aboriginal JX)lice, generally favoured retention. Nearly every community which

supported a system of Aboriginal police considered that the Aboriginal policemen should

have the same status as a white fOlicemen (including uniforms and badges) and should be

able to work side by side with him and notbe SUbservient. Some training may be necessary

before this could be achieved•.
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particular problem that arose for Aboriginal [Olice in some communities

the kinship system and particular avoidance relationship'_ This came to the fore

h~,~*p,qriginal p)liceman was expected to arrrest a relation. In several communities,

_t~i?i~~_,BaYUlu (Fitzroy Crossing, W.A.), Yuendumu (N.T.), Doomadgee (Qld.), Aurukun

'id): ~nd:_ Paim Island (Qld) this was mentioned as a !;:articular prohlem. Some of these

~~id~~ed -it was a bar to the successf~l operation of an Aboriginal police force. These

;~m;~:i~ies favoured a white rolice presence. Most Aboriginal communities which

~ea~y_~,~ave a white police presence supported retention. Other communities stated that

~they-<:h'ad requested the p:Jsting of White ~lice. (Momington Is., Weipl South in

/:Q~l-ee~~.l~nd).

During the Public Hearings various policing methods which have been adopted

'-'bY com,~unities themselves were mentioned. At Beswick station (N.T.) the elected

~oup~.f!J?~!:rfo:rmsa policing role and the community is h~ppy 'with the way this operates.

;'The Bayulu community at Fitzroy Crossing (W.A.) supported this method of ~1icing

because it p-evented people in the community becoming resentful of someone being given

~rbit~~!y p:>lice powers.

At Roper River (N.T.) the community uses, what are called security men, one

from·e!lch of the different skin groups (4), to p:>lice the community. This method has been

a~optEf_~at ,other Aboriginal communities in the N.T. (Lajamanu). The Strelley community

has'i~ .~lected Ten Man Committee, men~ioned previously, which carries out a p::>licing

res.PJnsibility in the' community.

3~ Interrogation of Aborigines by the Police

In its first project the Australian Law Reform Commission was asked to report

upon the rules that shOUld g,ovem criminal investigations by Federal );pUce. Its rep::>rt

Criminal Investigation (ALRC 2, 1975) included specific l;I'oposals for the protection of

p:lrticular classes o~ suspects when undergoing"interrogation. These classes' included young

persons,persons not fluent in the English language and Aborigines. 'Precautions SUch 8S the

~ovision of tape recording, the presence of a lawyer, a prisoner's friend or a member of

the Aboriginal Legal Service (in the case of Aborigin"es) were recommended. These

recommendations were, in substance, adopted by the Australian Govemme~t" in the
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Criminal Investigation Bill 1977. That Bill is being redrafted and is to be reintroduced.

Meanwhile an Aboriginal Senator, Senator Neville Bonner (Qld) has introduced a Private

Members Bill into the Australian Senate' desig'ned to introduce similar roles for the

interrogations of Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders whether by Federal or State

p'lice. To som~ extent the courts and Police Commissioners in Australia have already

taken the issue in hand. Even in advance of legislation, precautions ';JBVe been insisted

urx:>n for the assurance of the r:eliability of police interrogations and confessions ~nd

admissions by Aborigines to police.

In South Australia and the Northern Territory there are guidelines p-escribing

the method by which p:>lice are to interrogate Aborigines. In South Australia the

requirements were set out in Police Circular No. 354 and in the Northern Territory they

were specified by the Supreme Court in Anunga's Case (976) II ALR 412. Sergeant

Warner of the S.A. Police force stated at the Adelaide hearing that generally there were,
no problems in com plying with the requirements.

There was support for these requirements throughout Australia, p"articularlv for

the presence of a 'prisoner's friend' -during an interrogation. A pirticipant at the Cairns

hearing urged the adoption of a uniform scheme to apply to Aborigines in each State and

the Territories. One of the few dissentients was the legal officer from the Tasmanian

Police, Mr. Stephen Carey. He stated that there was no need for such guidelines in

Tasmania. The l=Olice treated all members of the public alike and there was no

justification for positive discrimination in favour of Aborigines.

4. Police Training

At the Sydney hearing, Mr. Pauf Coe, Rresident of the Aboriginal Legal Service,

Redfern, stated 'The p:>lice in their training courses .have got to be introduced to

Aboriginal CUlture, Aboriginal lifestyles and Aboriginal9:spects of law'. Similar sentiments

were expressed at venues throughout Australia. Many Aborigines perceive that many of

the problems they have with the police are caused by lack of police understanding, much

of which could be alleviated by an education process. This was seen as equally important

for police working in either urban and rural areas.

More and improved training was also sought for existing Aboriginal p::>lice and

police aides. This was a recurring p::>int made at many of the Queensland hearings. It was

suggested at a number of venues that this could be one way of reducing the high turnover
rate.
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MATTERS RAISED AT THE PUBLIC HEARINGS

hts

'7""";'" ~he significance of land rights for Aboriginal pea pIe was raised at almost eV.ery

i.).ring ,held. The Law J;J.eform Commission had acknowledged the importance of land

:f}~hts t~~t had taken the ~iew that the matt~r has been dealt with fully by earlier reports

;;tb~lVIr_>us~_ice Woodward) ~d by federal legislation applicable to the Northern Territory,

~::~;'~~:ly;~;'the_Aboriginal Land Rights .(Northern Territory) Act 1976. Because of these

;:'-;~~es,~t}d "the somewhat different focus of its terms of reference, the Commission has

;'_:~~)::}j~p~cated proposals on this issue. During the public hearings the Commission did;

\-h~~~~v~rJ'- raise the question of the recognition and protection of sacred sites.
:.-,,-, -. " -<r-- .

As with all other issues raised for discussion at the public hearing the opinions
,"~,.;- .

. ~qr:tce~ing t~e best means of {X'otecting sacred sites varied both throughout Australia and

within -individual communities. Some communities had no objection to sacred sites being

"~..~'p~X:~;-:they·saw this as a means of giving them protection in the long run. One

~~~en~,was Plt forward that if sites are mapped Or signs are plt up which forbid entry

this may have the opposi.te effect to that desired, arousing curiousity and unwanted
" . .,,/
intrusions. I~ other communities secrecy was regarded as an important element and the

commlUlity wgs not pre~red to let the sacred sites be mapped. Another suggestion was

that b'e.fore any mining could take place within an Aboriginal area the elders or the

ccmncil respo~sible for that area should be consulted. No clear consensus emerged as to

the most appro priate solution.

A problem raised by the Roper River community at the Darwin hearing was

p:>lice intru~ions ~nto sacred ground. The commlUlity requested a prohibition on police

being' allowed to visit sacred ground especially"during ceremonies. The elders were

p~eplred to take resp:lOsibility for an offender Who was on sacred ground and hand them

over to the police.

3. Aboriginal Women

Throughout the hearings, Aboriginal women proved as interested in. the

Commission's inquiry as did men. Grou[:S of women from Warrabri and Tennant Creek

travelled huge distances to attend the Alice Springs hearing. Women typically expressed

definite views on such matters as:
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the strength of kin ties and family relatipnships:;

the im partance of land;

the role of p:>lice in their communities;

problems with alcohol and young people;

prisons and the type of p.mishmentwhich should be meted out to offenders;

aspects of traditional law which should be strengthened by Australian law.

Let no one doubt the strength of Aborigina,1 customary laws. At Weipl South, a community

where many aspects of traditional law are no longer in existence, one male council

member described his relationship with a female council member:

Yes. I can't even sit· alongside her. Somebody else has to sit there. If I see her

coming along towards me, I have to go around - say 20 feet from where she

walks. Some of us keep our customs.

The pUblic hearings were not all plain sailing. Criticism was voi.ced concerning:

the lack of ALRC treatment of land rights, which was asserted to be an integral

·p;irt of customary laWSj

the adequacy of translation of the discussion paper;
,¥

the distinction dra.wn between 'urban' and 'traditional' A!,origines.

At the sitting in Launceston, Mr. Justice Neasey was told by Mr. Michael Mansell, former

State Secretary of the Tasmanian Aboriginal Centre, that the ALRC had wrongly assumed

that 'real' Aborigines were all in the Northern Territory:

The Commission has completely .ignored the possibilities of Aboriginal laws

eXisting within Aboriginal communities which exist in the cities and in rural

areas in the. Southern parts of Australia.

The ALRC is now sifting through thousands of pages of transcript and other submissions.

Further field visits will be needed. Everywhere, the ALRC was urged to allow adequate

time ,for consultation, and consideration and for viewpoints to be expressed.
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4. Views of Non-Aborigines

One feature of the pUblic hearings and consultation process which is a source

for c(;mcern was the app;lrent unwillingness of ~any non-Aborigines hostile to the

.approach of the discussion paper, to come forward and express criticisms. It would be

quite unsafe to assume that lack of submissions from non-Aborigines in Australia is

because of a general concurrence in the Australian community that there should be

recognition for Aboriginal customary laws and differing laws applicable to ..Aborigines and

not to non-Aborigines..Arguments agains~ recognition of Aboriginal custof!1ary laws in any

way were summarised in the discussion paper. They include, the fact that, t~ many

Austr~1ians, some aspects of the customary laws of the Aboriginal people are

unneces~a.rily,harsh by the standards of modern Western cqmmuniti.es. Furthermore, some

. people simply oppose lega.l pluralism on the grounds .that it is unnecessarily complicated

and necessitates. machinery for resolving conflicts of laws and is destructive of the

'equallty' under the law Which is a feature of most ,polities. Furthermore, some critics,

incJuding distinguished anthrofX)logists well familiar with ~ustraUan Aboriginal conditions,

have suggested that traditional Aboriginal customs and laws, have already faUen victim to

the impict of Western civilisation. In these· circumstances, so. they say, a.ttempts to r~vive

res peet for them are misguided and misdirected. They.will lead, it is suggested, not to a

revival of Aboriginality but to a synthetic law ·which ~ovides a 'legal no man's land',

removing legal protection from ,those who may most need it, v.iz. fellow, vulnerable

members of the Aboriginal communities.

Some of these points were made during the public hearings.' In Melbourne· a

teacher appeared to express doubts about the suggested recognition of Aboriginal laws. He

laid emphasis, as did many non-Aboriginal witnesses, upon the difficulty of defining

precisely who is an 'Aborigine'. He also pointed put that with the ease of modern travel,

Aborigines may be scattered all over the country. The notion of their taking with them

·their own personal legal system would create grave difficulties for effective and just law

enforcement. It must be frankly acknowledged that many non-Aborigines in Australia

regard the notion of a latter day respect for Aboriginal laws as misguided efforts to turn

back the clock of 'ciVilisation'. On the other hand, many ~borigines, both in the public

hearings and outside the public hearings have questioned the; right of non-Aboriginal

Australians to determine or eyen investigate the application of Aboriginal customary

. laws. It is their assertion that any answer given by non-:-Aborigines, however

well-intentioned, is bound to fall victim to the 'ethnocentricity' by which each culture is

hostage to its own history and· attitudes and unable fUlly to appreciate the perspective of
the other.
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CONCLUSION: ASKING FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS.

The Australian Law Reform Commission has received from successive

governments a series of very difficult, controversial, sensitive lX'ojects upon which to

. investigate and report proposals for the teform of federal1aws. No project has been more

complex, sensitive and controversial than the inquiry into Aboriginal customary laws. The

task was assigned to the Commjssion as [Xlrt of the mosaic of efforts ,by Australian

Governments to establish a new accord with the Aboriginal people of Australia. Though

.small in total numbers, Aborigines are ~cattered throughout the country, are increasingly

vocal and the subject of news and other comments. Furthermore .they are increasing in

numbers and assertiveness. The inquiry by the Australian Law R~form Commission is

therefore well timed. The P':lblic debates 'which hav'e accompanied the 'plblication of the

discussion paper and the conduct of the 'public hearings and consultation have focused

Australian attention upon a numbe~ of difficult moral, (ililoso[:ilical and legal questions.

Although other like countries have faced these problems in -earlier times, many of them

are being faced now in Australia for the first time. The Law Reform Commission does not

have the luxury of concluding that the problems are too hard and must be answered by

others, whether white or Aborigine. It must get on with the job of completing its inquiry,

delivering its report and drafting any legislation it 'proposes. That p-ocess will be

concluded, probably by the end of -1982. In examining the role and function of Aboriginal

customary laws and in resp:mding to this task, the Australian Law Reform Commission

must examine fundamental questions about the p..trposes of law in society and the best

institutions to ensure harmony and justice in the community. In examining issues of

Aboriginal customary laws, the Australian legal system' may, in the process, discover a

few things about itself.
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